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DIEGO
OLGA&

Diego wore Armani 

formalwear from harry 

rosen and a Rolex 

watch, given to him by 

a close friend as a 

wedding day gift.  

O lga Gaponenko and Diego Delgado first met at a hospital. At the 
time, Olga was suffering from a heart condition and Diego was 
her doctor. “He looked after me and literally saved my life. With 

time we became good friends and the rest is history,” shares Olga. After 
their five year friendship-turned-romance, Diego asked Olga to marry him 
while the couple were on vacation in Diego’s home country of Argentina. 
The night of the proposal, they were visiting one of the most exclusive 
tango clubs in the country. “The atmosphere was very romantic; we were 
drinking amazing Argentinian wine and watching an incredibly inspiring 
tango performance,” recalls Olga. “Diego got down on his knee and asked 
me to marry him, presenting the most beautiful ring I had ever seen.”  

The wedding was held on July 15, 2017 in Toronto, Ontario. Tamara 
Niyazov of fab fête event planning boutique provided full event 
planning services for the eight months leading up to the wedding.

Two to Tango

Olga wore a strapless ball gown 

from tom jeon bridal. She 

completed her “modern princess” 

look with Valentino heels from 

holt renfrew and a diamond 

bracelet and diamond earrings, 

both gifts from her mother.

Hair styling and makeup 

application services were 

provided by Nataly Cherkashina.

The wedding bands and engagement 

ring were all designed by Michael Sapiro 

and custom-made by nova diamonds.
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Olga and Diego said “I do” in a small, intimate 

ceremony at the trump international hotel 

toronto (now the adelaide hotel toronto). 

“We only invited our immediate family and close 

friends as we wanted a very intimate and 

private ceremony,” shares the bride. The 

ceremony decor and floral were provided by 

Flowers Time, including a beautiful “floral ring” 

backdrop. Acrylic pillars topped with oversized 

arrangements of hydrangea, roses, and orchids 

inside glass vessels lined the aisle while clear 

Chiavari chairs from majestic chair boutique 

completed the transparent aesthetic. 

White draping 

provided by 

Flowers Time.

flowers time provided all floral 

and decor for the wedding, 

including Olga’s cascading, 

all-white bouquet of orchids, 

peonies, ranunculus, spray roses, 

and greenery.
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The couple paid special attention to incorporating 

both of their family cultures, Ukrainian and 

Argentinian. “We both have two kids from 

previous marriages and wanted to share the 

blending of our families with our guests,” says 

Olga. “We did this by booking an Argentinian 

dance group and a traditional Ukrainian  

dance performance.”

to see more, visit
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flowers time transformed The Grand Ballroom 
into a white wonderland accented with dramatic 
black details. Oversized floral arrangements 
featured hydrangea, roses, and orchids, accented 
with crystal candleholders at the base. The hotel’s 
chandeliers, wall light fixtures, and curtains 
provided built-in pops of black.

After a three-course dinner prepared by oliver 
& bonacini events and catering, the couple 
performed a tango as their first dance as a nod to 
both Diego’s Argentinian background and their 
romantic proposal. According to Olga, “There was 
a lot of preparation involved,” ranging from finding 
a custom-made tango costume to taking private 
dancing lessons for six months. “It was incredible 
and completely wowed all of our guests.” epiq 
vision provided all AV and lighting for the day. The 
couple requested a coloured room wash as guests 
entered the reception venue, as well as a club-like 
atmosphere with special effects during the dancing 
portion of the evening and spotlights during their 
first dance.

The couple currently resides in Thornhill, where 
Olga is a real estate agent and Diego is a doctor. 

The cocktail hour and wedding reception 

were held at the adelaide hotel toronto. 

The glossy white dance 

floor was designed  

and printed by  

event graffiti. 

The white floral ring from the ceremony later created 

a focal point at the sweetheart table paired with 

tufted white Swarovski chairs from Majestic Chair 

Boutique and linen from Flowers Time.

Chiavari chairs from majestic  

chair boutique.  

At Purple Tree Photography we specialize in 

capturing the heartbeat of your wedding day.  

We portray visually your wedding fairytale  

and make your story last happily ever after.

P U R P L E T R E E . C A   |   855.415.8733

A B O U T  T H E  P H O T O G R A P H E R

Purple Tree Photography

Cake by

amadeus 

patisserie.


